
Heavy duty aluminum square cake pan with removable bottom
 

Main features of Heavy duty aluminum square cake pan with removable
bottom TSCT68-TSCT73

Anodic treatment
The cake mould is made of aluminium alloy, and the surface is anodized so that it will not oxidize and rust.
 
Smooth texture
Smooth  overall,  easy  to  demould,  removable  bottom  design,  flexible  and  easy  to  use,  suitable  for  making  Chiffon  cake,
Mousse cake, etc.
 
Durable
This square cake mold is designed with curling around. It is durable, not easy to deform and easy to use.
 
Simple and practical
Simple operation, although it is a detachable bottom design, the bottom can also be perfectly fitted with the main body of
the mould, pouring into the batter and it will not leak.
 
Instructions from Tsingbuy China cake pan factory
Before use, please clean the cake mould, dry it with a soft cloth and use it.
After use, please clean the residue with soft plastic scraper and clean the cake mould.
Residual moisture could be evaporated in low baking temperature which is recommended to be controlled within 100
degrees for about 5-10 minutes. Be sure to store it in a cool and dry place.
 

Pictures of Heavy duty aluminum square cake pan with removable bottom TSCT68-
TSCT73

Anodic treatment, easy to clean, good thermal conductivity,
more durable

Square bottom cake mould
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Cake-Pan.htm








 
 

Customization Service in Tsingbuy China cake pan factory

Tsingbuy Industry Limited is an experienced bakeware manufacturer and also provide OEM&ODM sevice with professional
team. Why choose our bottom cake mould? This square cake pan is treated with anodic treatment, with high hardness, good
thermal conductivity,  high temperature resistance,  more durable,  easy to clean, easy to demould,  energy-saving and
beautiful. It can be used to make cakes, bread and snacks of various flavors and shapes. You can also find other shapes of



cake pan like heart-shaped, round, rectangle etc. If you want round cake pan, click round cake pan manufacturer

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Anodized-Aluminum-Round-Cake-Pan-with-Removable-Bottom.html








 
Tsingbuy is also supplying chrysanthemum pie cake pan in round, square, rectangle, herat shapes. You can get square
chrysanthemum pie tray by clicking chrysanthemum pie cake pan factory

Factory Pictures and Shipping Pictures

 
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Non-stick-Square-Anodized-Aluminum-Cake-Pan-TSCT001-TCST004.html
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